A senior editor of National Review and leading conservative spokesperson provides commentary to accompany this anthology of character-building stories from history, the Bible, and such poets as Frost and Angelou. 60,000 first printing. National ad/promo. Tour.

I thoroughly enjoy having my copy of William Bennetts The Book of Virtues available as a turn-to reference. Its not a book I just sit down and read from one end to the other, but it has so many useful stories that I have been able to read in many different situations.

Admittedly, the book is a bit heavy to be carrying around on planes, but I did take on some business trips so I could read a few targeted stories that resonated with the project teams. Ive also read stories from this excellent treasury to church groups. The stories are universal, and their applications and enjoyment extend to anywhere you want them to reach.
Find space on your bookshelf even if it means tossing out two paperbacks that you know you'll never read. This compilation of everyday stories will be one of the books that you will always enjoy and can be passed from generation to generation.

Stuart Gustafson, author
www.stuartgustafson.com
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